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Once were warriors (1994, NZE) by Lee Tamahori

Main Cast: Temuera Morrison, Rena Owen
Company: Communicado

The movie tells the story of an indigenous family in New Zealand. Jake the father is very violent and hits and rapes his wife Beth. Nevertheless she stays. At one of the many parties at the house one of Jake’s friends rapes Grace, Beth’s and Jake’s daughter. Grace then commits suicide and only then Beth manages to leave Jake.

Scene: alcohol male adults beer or cider Transgressive in company 
social problem

0:53:53-0:55:06: alcohol/betting    
In this scene Jake spoils the family excursion, because he stops for a beer at his bar. He promises only one drink, but then stays long watches a horse race and drink more. Beth tries to get him out of the bar, but threatened by him, takes the kids with the taxi home. 
Here the father breaks a promise (“Only one beer”) to his family and lets them wait: Hence it is very likely that the audience will call this addiction. Especially that Jake wants to drink only one beer at first, but then continues will be seen as a sign of addiction. The part with the horse-race is probably too short to be labelled as addiction. 
Nevertheless, when knowing the whole film, the scene is less about addiction, but about a father breaking a promise: Jake does seem to have planned to drink more anyway. The promise was an idle one, from the very beginning.
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